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Figure 1. Multi-scale Texture Hierarchy and Multi-view Surface Reflectance Figure 2. Samples of Multi-scale Texture Hierarchy

Figure 4. Multi-Scale Texture Hierarchy-Net (MSTH-Net)

Figure 5. Multi-View Surface Reflectance-Net (MVSR-Net) and MaterialNets

Figure 3. Samples of Multi-view Surface Reflectance

Certain material type is well categorized by its surface characteristics such as 
reflectance, stiffness, friction, roughness, and texture. While haptic properties 
are difficult to be estimated from visual data, texture could be easily observed 
from color image. Surface reflectance is another distinguishing property of a 
material that can be estimated from multiple viewpoint observations. 
We claim that texture features robust to environmental changes, their 
hierarchy along multiple scales (Figure 1. (a)), and surface reflectance (Figure 
1. (b)) obtained from multi-view images can characterize material types 
comprehensively. 

§ MSTH-Net encodes view-independent comprehensive multi-scale textures and their hierarchy.
- MSTH-Net Part1 : Take both entire and salient features from each layer.
- MSTH-Net part2 : Enhance the salient features and build texture hierarchy.

§ For the multi-view environment, multi-view MSTH-Net(Figure 4. (b)) is constructed by collecting as many 
texture extractors (part 1) as the number of views MaterialNet accepts.

§ MVSR-Net encodes view-specific features revealing surface reflectance of a material type
§ Dual MaterialNet (Figure 5. (c)) : combination of MaterialNet and diff-MaterialNet.

- MaterialNet (Figure 5. (a)) : combination of MSTH-Net and MVSR-Net 
- Diff-MaterialNet (Figure 5. (b)) : network that has the same structure as MaterialNet, but receives a 

difference images of every two consecutive color images aligned by affine transformation before subtraction

Table 1. Single-color Material Recognition (MSTH-Net)

Table 2. Multi-color Material Recognition (MSVR-Net and MaterialNet)

Table 3. Ablation studies on the effectiveness 
of texture attention and texture hierarchy


